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A DESIGN FOR LEGISLATION

Saving the
U.S. Economy
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

November 10, 2006
The saying goes: “Do not speak of the rope in the house of the hanged.”
It might also be said: “Do not speak of the onrushing, global, financial breakdown in the presence of members of the Houses of Congress.”
Nevertheless, the time has come to speak, urgently, of what had been often
treated, until now, as unspeakable truths.
Now, the most recent equivalent of the 1929 “Hoover Crash” had already
occurred nearly two decades ago, as the October 1987 Wall Street stock-market
crash. The doses of hyperinflationary floods of financial derivatives’ bubbling,
under the predatory reign of Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, as combined with the gains from picking the bones of the former Soviet bloc chicken, put
off both the official and popular reckoning with the financial reality of the 1987
crash, but only temporarily. Greenspan’s reign transformed what had been a “cyclical” form of economic depression within customary former investment markets,
into what has now become the rumble of the global breakdown-crisis which looms
immediately ahead today. The time of reckoning has arrived. This presently onrushing global monetary breakdown-crisis can not be reformed on its own terms; the
present global system must be quickly, entirely replaced. As long as the attempt
were made to save that infinitely unpayable mass of the fraudulent financial derivatives associated with the global “carry trade,” efforts which might seek to do no
more than reform the present system in its own terms, would ensure the planet’s
collapse into a prolonged, genocidal “new dark age.” This would be a collapse
comparable to Europe’s Fourteenth-Century “New Dark Age,” but, this time, on
a global scale.
Nonetheless, there is a way to escape from this onrushing catastrophe. In the
meantime, the danger is, that the longer the temporary postponement of the general
collapse, the worse the collapse, and the more difficult, and more delayed
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as a method for conquering the more difficult
challenge, the relatively great ruin of today.
Since the presently inevitable general
crash of the present world monetary-financial system is now onrushing, and impending
for some time in the weeks or months immediately ahead, it is most urgent that relevant legislation be prepared now, so that
the U.S.A. and its partners in this reform
might be prepared to act promptly, efficiently, and in time to prevent a terminal
breakdown of the world system.
To launch such reforms, the principles
governing both the present crisis and the
needed reforms, must be understood as matters of principle. This means a broad and
deep-going change from presently prevailing assumptions within the body of the Congress; putting aside, only momentarily, the
larger issue of the crucial importance of the
U.S. in determining the fate of the world during the immediate period ahead today, the
survival of our nation itself depends, immediately, upon that change in the way of
thinking.
“Change,” means, that what must be
recognized as a precondition for a successful
effort to save the economy, demands accepAs President Franklin Delano Roosevelt understood for his time, the U.S.
tance of the following point of principle:
Constitution provides the tools for solving a nation-threatening crisis. Here, FDR
The U.S.A., with its unique Federal Congives his first fireside chat.
stitution and its history, is, therefore, situated, historically, to provide the initiative for
the recovery.
the very special measures of reform which are absolutely
In this circumstance, what each citizen will do, what he
required, if we are to mobilize the larger world to save the
or she could do, to force the needed, drastic, sweeping reforms
itself from a presently threatened plunge into a global “new
in national, and also global economic policy, will determine
dark age.”
whether or not this nation, even this present civilization, will
The following elements of this present report introduce
have a future. The time is now. There are things that can be,
the needed view of the kind of actions which the newly elected
and must be done, and done now.
U.S. Congress must take into account, if our own nation and
As President Franklin Roosevelt understood for his time,
others, are to be rescued from the threat of the worst economic
the intent embedded in the crafting of our national Constitucrisis in modern history.
tion, is also the key to the solution of this present crisis.
The needed reform can not be a mish-mash of political
The available solution lies in the fact, that the design of
compromises. Science, not opinion, not pragmatism, must
the U.S. Federal Constitution is unique in its providing us,
reign in matters as crucial as these. Assemble the virtual
still today, the constitutional foundation for a successful
parachute as science prescribes, not according to a compro“Hamiltonian” method for keeping the U.S. economy
mise among preferences. It is a matter of fact, that you may,
“alive,” virtually without a break in continuity, during a
of course, prefer to compromise; but you would do so only on
transition from the, presently, hopelessly bankrupt, current
the condition that you agree, decently, to accept the doom
world monetary-financial system, to the needed replaceyour attempted compromising of the reality of our nation’s
ment by a monetary system premised on principles of a new
existence, would, thus, bring upon yourselves.
design. The present economic crisis is worse than what U.S.
My subject in this report is the nature of those principles
President Franklin D. Roosevelt faced, and conquered; but,
upon which competent design and successful performance
the constitutional resources available to the U.S.A. today, are
of the needed new world system now depends uncondithe same, in principle, as then, and can be equally effective
tionally.
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1. The U.S. in a Mortal World Crisis
The possibility of a recovery of our presently ruined U.S.
and also the world economy, depends, absolutely, upon understanding, first of all, the relevant universal principles of
natural law which are embedded in the foundations of our
Federal Constitution. Today, unfortunately, these principles
are little understood among even prominent statesmen and
relevant others, both inside and outside the U.S.A. Therefore,
we require the following exposition on the subject of the principles.
To be clear, restate, and emphasize that point as follows:
In an attempt to deal with this present situation of hyperbolic
world crisis, the crucially relevant fact is, that we must rely,
essentially, on the most distinctive features specific to an original U.S. constitutional law so little understood even among
ostensibly well-educated professionals today. Too many doctrines learned, means too many principles violated as a matter
of conditioning-shaped habits among even most of today’s
leading professionals.
These usually ignored and violated principles of natural
law are stated, in somewhat differing language, but to the
same intent, within both the 1776 Declaration of Independence and the Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution. In
the first instance, the Declaration of Independence, we have
that citation that Declaration took from Gottfried Leibniz’s
“the pursuit of happiness,” a citation intended to be a constitutional refutation of John Locke. That expression by Leibniz
adopted in that Declaration must be understood as Benjamin
Franklin and also relevant other founders of our republic understood Leibniz’s specific argument, in his New Essays on
Human Understanding, against John Locke to that effect.
In the second instance, the Federal Constitution, we must
recognize the same intention expressed as a universal principle of nature, in a Preamble which is, as President Franklin
D. Roosevelt rightly understood, also the same underlying
principle of law, echoing Leibniz, governing the reading and
implementation of the entirety of the Federal Constitution,
that in a manner which includes the principled, allowable
intentions of all conceivable future amendments.
Although some extant European constitutions, such as
Germany’s Grundgesetz, include affirmations of certain important principles of natural law, the U.S. Constitution, with
its supreme principle stated as the Preamble, is unique in
making the principle of natural law the all-subsuming rule of
law for the U.S.A. This principle of natural law, as commonly
expressed by Leibniz’s “pursuit of happiness” and the Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution, is the indispensable basis
in law for the kind of reform needed, most urgently, now, to
rescue both the recently ruined U.S.A. and the world as a
whole from the onrushing threat of a general breakdowncrisis.
This shared intention of the 1776 Declaration and the
6
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The possibility of recovery depends upon understanding and
reviving the universal principles embedded in the U.S.
Constitution. Here, an artist’s rendition of George Washington
presiding over the signing of the Constitution.

Federal Constitution, must be understood as the ecumenical
form of expression of what was for that time the essential
principle of Christianity in particular: the notion of man and
woman as set absolutely apart from the beasts: man and woman as made equally in the likeness of the Creator of the universe. This was implicit in the ecumenical statement, De Pace
Fidei, of the great statesman and founder of modern physical
science Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa. Cusa’s argument was
echoed for the ears of North American settlers, and others, in
that initiative of Cardinal Mazarin which led into the 1648
Treaty of Westphalia.
As Leibniz argues specifically against the implicitly proslavery dogma of John Locke, the happiness of mankind depends on the free expression of that quality of human nature
which sets man and woman absolutely apart from, and above
all other forms of life. In the language of Russia’s great scientist V.I. Vernadsky, it is what places the Noösphere (the domain of the creative powers of the individual human mind)
above the inferior Biosphere, the latter the domain of brutish
species of inferior living processes and their effects. The individual man and woman are each rightly happy when they are
free to act in promotion of creative powers of discovery of
universal physical principle and the promotion of Classical
modes of artistic composition, powers which provide the basis for those changes which foster human progress, as mankind’s native, unique likeness to the Creator identifies such
powers.
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my, this moral principle, as I have just outlined
the case here, is also the most essential principle
of sound economic policy-shaping. The element
taken from Leibniz into the U.S. Declaration of
Independence, and the Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution, is the element known to the
Classical Greek of Plato and the Christian Apostle Paul as agapē (the love for all mankind, as
man and woman are defined in Genesis 1), which
is the foundation of all competent formulation of
economic policy of nations.
It is on this point of natural law, as Leibniz
and the Preamble of the Federal Constitution express this, that the principles of natural law, those
principles of scientific and cultural progress, beLibrary of Congress
come one and the same in practice. In short, we
The principles behind the U.S. Constitution impelled a commitment to “do
exist, as Cotton Mather and Benjamin Franklin
good,” as that impulse is shown in the creation of scientific and cultural
forewarned us, “to do good.” It is that commitprogress. Here, a reflection of that progress, the Fairmount Waterworks in
ment which sets apart the constitutional princiPhiladelphia, built in the early 1800s upon the impetus of Ben Franklin himself,
ples, upon which our republic was premised,
who left 100,000 pounds to the City to create safe water infrastructure.
apart from the governments of our often wellmeaning ancestors in a Great Britain and continental Europe, where man and government live,
In those past and present oligarchical forms of society
still, under the sometimes waning, but always lurking, brutish
contrary to our constitutional law, there is the denial to the
heel of oligarchical traditions.
individual of the fruitful expression of those creative powers
To escape from the threat of the new barbarism which,
which express the implied immortality of the individual soul;
thus, now threatens the planet, we must recognize that the
this denial has always tended to herd the so-called lower classsource of the present threat to all civilized life on this planet,
es of a class society, and their masters, into a mental state of
is represented chiefly by the continuing, corrupting, recently
virtual brutishness, a state which promotes the expression of
resurgent influence of that traditional, oligarchical model
evil in men and women, both lord and master, dehumanized
which is, still today, the traditional cause of the moral and
in that way. “Herd mentality” is the right, ironical choice of
physical degradation of modern society. This force of degraexpression to describe such a debased, dehumanized condidation expresses an influence which is expressed today as
tion all too typical of most societies throughout known
the Sophistry of today’s Delphic promotion of the form of
history.
imperialism called “globalization.”
So, for example, the spread of the cult of so-called “zero
technological growth” in modes of physical production, proThey Hate the U.S.A.
moted the alienation—and tendency toward brutishness—
With one most notable exception, the period of U.S. leadwidely associated with the so-called “Baby Boomer” generaership under conditions set by Franklin Roosevelt’s reforms,
tion of a thus-debased Europe and the Americas today.
the state of modern European civilization since 1763 has been
It is the promotion of the creative improvements which the
set in the following fashion. Since the times, from the wars of
living persons transmit to future generations, which reveals to
France’s brutal and foolish “Sun King” Louis XIV, until the
us the participation, by those persons, in a quality of immortalFebruary 1763 Peace of Paris, the world’s dominant internaity which surpasses death of the mortal part of individual
tional monetary-financial system has been the ideology exhuman existence. That notion of the immortality of the indipressed by the Anglo-Dutch Liberal system. That Liberalism
vidual human soul, as promoted by emphasis on Classical
is the imperial system which was codified in essentials under
culture and scientific and technological progress, expresses
such underlings of Britain’s Lord Shelburne as Jeremy Benthe absolute distinction of man from the beasts. This typifies
tham, like other representatives of the British East India Comthe fundamental principle of natural law reflected in Leibniz’s
pany’s Haileybury School from that time. In this respect, Libdefinition of human happiness. This expresses that sacredness
eralism and modern imperialism share the same meaning.
of individual human life, for reason of the creative powers
The most notable among the modern political exceptions
specific to human life, on which all decent forms of governto that imperialistic hegemony of what is called philosophical
ment absolutely depend.
Liberalism, has been the dominant role of the U.S. dollar
In a competent approach to the management of our econosystem, as its development must be traced from a point late
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dent and model for “globalization” today, is not the
Roman Empire as such, but a radical redesign of the
Roman system, a redesign which created the medieval
European ultramontane system. The ultramontane system was based on coordination of the deployment of
the brutish, crusading Norman chivalry by the superior
authority of the Venetian financier-oligarchy. This medieval ultramontane system, which crashed in Europe’s
Fourteenth-Century “New Dark Age,” is the model
echoed in its frankly heathen reform of U.S. military
policy, as the so-called Rumsfeld-Cheney reforms carried forward under the current, inept, President George
W. Bush, Jr.
That ultramontane order which “globalization”
mimics today, the system which crashed into a New
Dark Age during Europe’s Fourteenth Century, came
Anglo-Dutch Liberals, who have dominated the world financial system
back to contend for reclaiming its medieval power; this
since 1763, have put forward a number of forms of globalization, which
attempt was launched over the time from Venice’s oramounts to imperialism. Here, the headquarters of the British East India
chestration of the Fall of Constantinople until the 1648
Company, a prime example of such feudalist forces. Drawing by Thomas
Peace of Westphalia. During the Seventeenth Century,
Hosmer Shepherd.
this Venetian form of financier-oligarchy assumed the
flesh of the Anglo-Dutch Liberal System, becoming
thus like a stiletto-wielding Venetian predator, at night,
during the 1930s, as that thus developed gold-reserve system
wearing an Anglo-Dutch mask. With the February 1763 Peace
was continued until the Bretton Woods monetary system was
of Paris, that Anglo-Dutch Liberal system assumed the form
destroyed, in successive blows, by the U.S. Nixon Adminisof the imperial East India Company, out of which the later
tration and others, during 1971-1975. Then, in the context
form of the British Empire was developed.
of the Nixon Presidency’s reactionary reforms, the internal
The enemy in whose interest Roosevelt’s intention was
economic, “fair trade” system of regulation created by the
ultimately wrecked, were those Anglo-Dutch Liberal finanRoosevelt Administration, was destroyed in essentials, during
cier interests which are also represented within what we are
the “Trilateral Commission” reign under the 1977-1981 Caraccustomed to identify, typically, as “Wall Street.” Notably,
ter Administration.
historically, those are, chiefly, the same interests which had
Franklin Roosevelt had intended that the powerful ecobacked the original ambitions of Benito Mussolini and
nomic war-machine, through which the U.S. led the world in
Hjalmar Schacht’s Adolf Hitler, until President Franklin Roodefeating the otherwise inevitable reign of a Nazi empire,
sevelt’s intervention had brought many of even those former
should be converted, at the close of war, to be employed,
Mussolini and Hitler sympathizers of London and Wall Street
during the post-war period, for establishing a new, colonialinto tow, and forced them to support the war against Hitler. It
ism-free, imperialism-free world system, a community of rewas those same, so-called “white shoe” financier interests,
spectively sovereign nation-states.
my own most notable personal enemies, whose legacy is presUnfortunately, that President’s death presented his sucently typified by John Train, George Shultz, and Felix Rohacessor, the regrettable President Harry Truman, with the optyn, which came back into play beginning virtually right after
portunity to wreck Roosevelt’s intentions for the post-war
the death of President Franklin Roosevelt, when the war had
world. The result of that wrecking, by Truman and others,
been won, interests which have tended to dominate U.S. politwas what serious economists know as the general effects of
ical life, from the top, over the entire span of decades since,
the long-term, corrosive trend downward during the 1945up to the present moment.
1970s interval. The subsequent wrecking of the U.S. economy
For those categories of opponents of Franklin Roosevelt
which has occurred over the 1971-2006 interval, has assumed
now, as then, Roosevelt typifies their most hated enemy. That
the openly avowed intention of creating a new form of global
hatred springs in history from the same quality of passion
imperialism, called “globalization,” under the hegemony of
which the tyrannical upper class of Lycurgus’ Sparta practhe financier interests associated with the Anglo-Dutch Libticed upon its victims, the helot underclass; it is expressed as
eral order rampant in international relations today.
a leading political and social trend in U.S. policy since the
To review summarily what I have written in earlier locaNixon Administration. It has been expressed, so conspicutions, the following is important to be noted again here.
ously, in the accelerating, increasingly mass-murderous opContrary to Lord Shelburne’s Gibbon, the specific precepression of the lower eighty-to-ninety percentile of our fam8
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ily-income brackets, as met within the communities with
which their life is associated.
In order to foster a suppression of the natural-law rights
of the lower eighty percentile of the population, efficient
forms of sovereign national self-government are being suppressed, and then eliminated. This has been the trend in the
U.S.A. itself, as in many other places, since 1971-72,
Thus, this neo-ultramontane policy-trend is what now
carries the name of “globalization.” Under this trend, the former power of the population of a modern nation-state to control its own destiny, has been taken away more and more. So,
predatory, and usually scurrilous private financier interests,
have already wrecked the basic economic infrastructure, productive power, standard of living, and, now, even the lifeexpectancy of the lower eighty-percentile of the incomebrackets of our citizenry. This, which is most fairly described
as, morally, a global crime-wave of predatory financier
power, is the true meaning and evil intention expressed by the
promotion of “globalization.”
These predatory financier interests, and also the class of
lackeys which serves them, would prefer to lower the lifeexpectancy and conditions of life of the planet, even their own
nations (as they have done), rather than accept a return to that
civilized standard of relationship of man to man intended by
our President Franklin Roosevelt and his great American and
European predecessors. Thus, the intent of George P. Shultz,
and his Island of Dr. Moreau-like zoo of the current Bush
Administration, has not been to promote U.S. power in the
world, but to destroy the U.S.A., through imposing upon it a
regime under which the U.S.A. would do what the George W.
Bush Administration has done thus far, to bring about the
deep discredit, and ruin of the U.S.A. which had been the
world’s leading obstacle to Anglo-Dutch Liberal imperialism, as the U.S.A. had been under President Franklin Roosevelt. This was done in service to the ultramontane form of
Anglo-Dutch Liberal imperial power, the power expressed
now in the form called “globalization.”
President Roosevelt led in saving the world from the threat
of a world empire under the system of Adolf Hitler’s masters,
by placing the emphasis on scientific and cultural progress in
fostering the intention and the ability of the U.S. to produce
the mightiest machine for defense of civilization in all history
up to that time. Since the virtual day of President Roosevelt’s
death, Anglo-Dutch Liberal resurgency in the U.S. has, first,
undermined, and, later, now virtually destroyed the Roosevelt
government’s great humane intention. If our citizenry and
Congress do not come quickly to understand that, and to reverse the post-FDR trend, there is little hope for the U.S.A.
and the present and immediate future generations who live
within it.
Therefore, we must now turn back to science as the driver
of the national and world economy. We must bring to an
end that quality of Sophistry which gripped the most typical
intellectual and moral victims of the post-World War II fiEIR
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nancier oligarchy: the so-called “68ers,” and white-collaroriented Baby-Boomer generation of the Americas, and of
western and central Europe as a whole. Therefore: Back to
real science as the basis for economic reform now.

2. Learning Needed Modern
Economic Science From Our
Classical Greek Tradition
The principles of natural law relevant to the matter of the
current world economic-financial emergency, are expressed
as the subject of a quality of science which is premised upon
a (Leibnizian, Riemannian) dynamic, rather than the mechanistic-statistical (Cartesian) view of the experience of human
history. The usual reliance of most economists, accountants,
and others, on the incompetent, mechanistic-statistical methods of forecasting and analysis, is an error which must be
eradicated from leading policy-shaping practice now, if the
U.S.A. is to survive the presently onrushing avalanche of
world crisis.
The progress of mankind’s power in and over the universe
we inhabit, is expressed through added discoveries of universal principles of physical science and Classical artistic composition.
In other words, it is the study of mankind’s progress, or
lack of progress, in this historical way, which guides a reasonable mind in understanding the principle of development expressed by the acquisition and employment of newly discovered universal principles. In other words, the universe belongs
to the world-outlook of Pythagoreans, Heracleitus, and Plato,
rather than the mechanistic, a priori schemes of Aristotle,
Euclid, and Descartes. It is the discovery of the manner in
which mankind’s power in and over the universe is increased,
which expresses the principle by which the universe is actually organized. All experimentally validated universal physical principles meet that standard, as Johannes Kepler’s
uniquely original discovery of the universal principle of gravitation typifies this same notion of universal principle copied
by Leibniz for the infinitesimal calculus and the modern notion of dynamics, as this principled notion is summarized in
Riemann’s treatment of the dynamics of a physical hypergeometric domain.
This notion of such a principle of progress through discovered universal physical principles, is the experience which
corresponds to, and typifies, in practice, the nature of mankind made in the likeness of the Willful Creator of the universe
as a whole.
To define natural law competently, we must proceed to
the study of the historical development of political and related
human systems in that way. Perfection does not correspond
to convergence on some predetermined ideal state of organization; perfection is a commitment, like that of the Creator
Feature
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Pythagoras (detail from Raphael’s “The School of
Solon
Plato
Athens)
The Classical Greek tradition, epitomized by the Constitution-writer Solon, the geometer Pythagoras, and the philosopher Plato, is the
source of the principles of natural law ensconced in American republican institutions.

Himself, to a universal, endless progress to higher states of
organization and existence. Perfection is a commitment of
human beings to develop their minds and practice, and that
of the others for whose souls and welfare they must care, in
the practice of a mode of commitment to progress which is
consistent with the intended immorality of the soul of mortal man.
For the case of today’s European civilization, and its influence on the planet, we must study the actual history of the
principles at issue, by starting from the case of the birth of
now globally-outreaching European civilization itself, that
civilization’s birth in ancient Greece.
As the great Classical poet, dramatist, and historian Friedrich Schiller emphasized in his Jena University lectures, the
entire sweep of what may be described as specifically European history, has been expressed, chiefly, as an unbroken
process of struggle between two principal, opposing currents
of culture, the constitutional tradition, like that of Solon of
Athens, and the opposing, oligarchical tradition associated
with, and typified by the Delphic code of Lycurgus’ slaveholding Sparta.
The principal source of extensive evil in known human
existence thus far, is the form of social order, as within nations
and empires, which has been known since the time of ancient
Greece as the oligarchical model of society. The elimination
of the reign of an oligarchical order, was the embedded objective of the founding of modern European civilization, as during the lifetimes of Thales, Pythagoras, Aeschylus, and Plato,
and during the middle of Europe’s Fifteenth Century. The
emergence of the modern, commonwealth form of sovereign
10
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nation-state, as in King Louis XI’s France and Henry VII’s
England, to replace earlier, feudal and feudalistic systems,
typifies the influence of Nicholas of Cusa’s contributions to
the great ecumenical Council of Florence on this account.
It is most notable, for understanding modern European
civilization, as distinct from earlier times and other places,
that this development of the commonwealth form of state,
from which the constitutional system of the U.S.A. was derived, brought together Cusa’s notion of the sovereign nationstate, as in his Concordantia Catholica, and the founding of
modern experimental science, in his De Docta Ignorantia.
Contrary to certain Gnostics, history does not define a
perpetual struggle between God and Satan, a struggle of eternal good against eternal evil; it represents a continuing struggle for an ultimate, decisive victory, over evil, which would
free society, notably European civilization, from the grip of
the evil expressed in such forms as the oligarchical tradition
of ancient Sparta, and of the Roman and Byzantine empires,
expressed as the tyranny represented by the partnership of
Venetian financier-oligarchy with the brutish Norman, crusading chivalry, as the reactionary forces typified by the satanic figure of Grand Inquisitor Tomás de Torquemada, and
by the imperial, “globalizing” lustings typified by AngloDutch Liberalism since the February 1763 Peace of Paris, to
the present day.
Evil is not an independent force in the universe; evil is the
effect of denying man’s divine nature in practice, and abusing
the powers with which human beings are endowed to serve
intentions which resist the compulsion of the human individual to be a creative force for uplifting man’s powers to assist
EIR
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the development of the universe to higher qualities of existence, a process of contribution to development which is inseparable from a truthful, even a sane notion of human individual immortality. Evil is casting the image of the Creator in
the likeness of a beast, as by intent, or by negligence of the
obligatory development and use of creative powers.
Repeatedly, as in the case of the Peloponnesian War, in
the rise and fall of imperial Latin Rome, in the decline and
fall of Byzantium, and in the Fourteenth-Century New Dark
Age brought about through the Norman-Venetian partnership, the persistence of various expressions of the oligarchical
model has led repeatedly to a great, genocidal rupture in the
pre-existing order of civilized life, as we are threatened by
the imminence of such a rupture, once again, even as early as
during the months immediately ahead.

The Issue of Method
The considerations implicit in what has been said here
thus far, has a corresponding expression and basis in those
principles of physical science which pertain to the study of
economic processes as physical-economic processes, rather
than as they appear in their superficial aspect, as accounting
systems based in what are merely monetary-financial processes.
The most common failure of economists and others today,
is their inclination to view economic and cultural cycles incompetently, from the standpoint of Cartesian, or Cartesianlike, mechanistic-statistical projections. That method is easily
recognized as the common failure of generally accepted economic forecasting today. However, a still deeper problem
presents itself,
Actual cycles in history are never determined in the way
which mechanistic-statistical methods tend to imply; actual
cycles of importance are, as I have said, dynamical, rather than
mechanistic-statistical in character, and may be compared,
on that account, with the notion of astronomical cycles as
Johannes Kepler first, uniquely, introduced those conceptions
into modern physical science in his Mysterium Cosmographicum and The New Astronomy. The proper modern term for
such “astronomical-like” cycles in history is, again, “Riemannian.”
The notion of a Riemannian, rather than a statisticalmechanistic conception of forecasting in economy, is of crucial importance for those among us engaged with providing
a genuine physical-economic recovery from those quicksands
of misery which the alleged “reforms” of the 1971-2006 interval have dumped upon, especially, the lower eighty percentile
of our family-income brackets today. (Hey, Congress, tell us,
tell the lower eighty percentile of our citizens: “What have
you done to the U.S. constitutional general welfare principle’s
superior role in the making of our law?”) Without a fair comprehension of the issues associated with that distinction, no
competent legislation could be crafted for the presently onrushing crisis.
The problem so specified, is that there is a prevalent, popuEIR
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list tendency in political life, to tolerate only simplistic sentimentalities which, because they enjoy resonance with ignorance, are endowed with the reputation of being popular, and
therefore, like epidemic diseases, “democratic.” As the Enron
and similar cases attest, this populist notion of “democracy,”
is the chief source of that infectious spread of that ruinous,
popular credulity on which swindlers rely to dupe and cheat
the credulous mass of the nation and its people, as the George
W. Bush Administration to date has typified such putrefying
economic decadence.
We should be reminded by the fact that it was the Democratic Party of Athens whose Sophist impulses came closest
to tyranny, that, sometimes, it is necessary to express doubt
about that kind of faith in that alleged veracity of popular
opinion which has been the usual instrument for bringing
every bad government down upon ourselves, as during the
recent six years. Truth, not mere opinion, not even majority
opinion, must rule. Without some serious thinking about economic and other policies, thinking contrary to the popular
opinion which has misled us into the disastrous present administration, neither the U.S.A., nor the world at large, is
going to escape from the presently onrushing general, planetwide physical-economic breakdown-crisis.
Thus, all too often, as during the recent six years in the
U.S.A. under the Bush-Cheney Administration, especially
among the so-called democracies, the general population suffers the afflictions which its own populist form of Sophists’
credulities has brought upon itself. There is nothing noble,
nothing good for the destiny of a people, especially its poor,
in the adoration of popular ignorance. Tyranny prescribes
government based on promoting barefooted ignorance and
bestial sexual recreations of sundry forms, among those
whom the tyrant wishes to herd as cattle are herded, largely
by themselves, all the way to the slaughter which is their
masters’ ultimate intention for them.
Knowledge, truthful knowledge, is the only true freedom,
the only true source of justice. Popular opinion is the crafty
tyrant’s favorite instrument, an instrument by which his human cattle are herded, as populist German cattle were herded
by Hitler.

From Pythagoras to Riemann
How can we know what is actually truth, rather than relatively popular, or official opinion, or simply “tradition”?
The best among the ancient Greeks, as typified by Thales,
Heracleitus, the Pythagoreans, and Plato, traced their crafting
of their conception of man and nature, from, proximately,
certain ancient Egyptian sources. The result was a set of conceptions counterposed to those of their own oligarchical adversaries of that time.
Those immediately relevant adversaries of the Pythagoreans and Plato, at that time, and later, were the advocates of an
oligarchical model, as typified by the Delphic cult of Apollo.
These adversaries introduced a specific form of corruption,
called Sophistry, into Greek culture, a corruption sometimes
Feature
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A dynamic concept of the workings of the universe—as opposed to
the mechanistic-statistical approach of a Euclid—was applied to
physical science by Johannes Kepler. Here, Kepler’s Platonic
solid model of the Solar System from his book Mysterium
Cosmographicum.

expressed as Euclidean geometry and related, relatively depraved misconceptions of man and nature, which have continue to pollute teaching and related opinion of even widely
accepted institutions up to the present time. The essential
difference between the competent geometry of the Pythagoreans and Plato, on the one side, and, on the other side, the
incompetent pretense at “science” by the Sophists in the likeness of Euclid’s Elements, or the modern sophists of AngloDutch Liberal empiricism and its positivist and existentialist
outgrowths, is precisely that same conflict, in respect to principles, albeit presently set in modern circumstances, today.
The Pythagoreans made no arbitrary assumptions of the
type which are associated with that fraudulent, Sophistical
notion of self-evident definitions, axioms, and postulates seen
in Euclid’s Elements. The Pythagorean method was, for European culture then and to the present day, the forerunner of
the best method of modern science: the principle, as expressed
by leading modern scientists Kepler, Fermat, Leibniz, Gauss,
and Riemann, that no self-evident principles exist, but only
discoverable universal physical principles of dynamics.
Nonetheless, despite the great, leading achievements of
these modern thinkers, the same folly central to the perverted
Euclid’s Elements, has dominated much of modern physical
science, politics, social theory generally, and what passes for
both economic theory and current standards of national prac12
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tice. Cartesianism, and the doctrines of mechanical-statistical
practice commonplace among incompetent practice of what is
called “economics,” are typical of the problem of widespread
mental confusion which must be addressed now, to rescue an
imperilled civilization of today.
The widespread adoption by modern Liberal teachings,
of either Euclidean, Cartesian, or kindred forms of reductionist geometry, prevents the mind so corrupted from grasping
the most essential principle of science and human society.
The victims of the reductionist folly of pro-Cartesian or
similar reductionist forms of mechanistic-statistical notions,
can not grasp the concept of universality, as Kepler, for
example, defined gravitation as a universal principle, a principle which, as Albert Einstein emphasized, is as big as the
universe, a self-bounded, and thus finite, universe, a universe
with nothing outside it. This needed regard for the universality of such principles, is expressed locally as the notion of
the mathematical-physical infinitesimal, that which Leibniz
adopted from Kepler’s instruction to his successors, in
Leibniz’s crafting of his uniquely original discovery of the
infinitesimal calculus.
On this account, the great indirect, but nonetheless essential contribution of V.I. Vernadsky to a physical science of
economy, is located, initially, in the implications of his
definition of the Biosphere as a phase-space which is functionally distinct from the essentially abiotic domain, but
which exists as a uniquely distinct, dynamic form of organization of those processes described as living processes. This
notion of a universal physical phase-space defined by a
universal principle of life, established the implied foundations for a related additional discovery by Vernadsky: the
discovery of the specific physical principle of human intelligence, a principle, that of the Noösphere, as defined by
Vernadsky. This notion of specifically human creativity,
sets the human individual and society categorically within
a universal phase-space above merely living processes, as,
comparably, life sets the Biosphere above the universal
phase-space of non-living processes.
All three states inhabit the same universe, and share the
same material, but they differ absolutely, as phase spaces,
through the differences generated as the expression of distinctly different qualities of universal principle of organization of the distinct processes so represented.
Just as life, in its character as a universal principle, organizes material of the domain of the non-living into a dynamic
form of organization of development expressed as life, so the
human intelligence, which is absent in animal life as such,
prompts mankind to create new, higher states of organization
in the universe, higher states brought into being through
means which can be rigorously distinguished as the potential
creative powers of the human mind, the creative powers
which define man and woman as equally in the likeness of
the Creator.
This distinction is what separated the Pythagoreans and
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Plato, in their time, from the systemically mechanistic doctrinaires, the reductionists, including Aristotle and his followers. This distinction, brought toward fresh fruition by Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa’s De Docta Ignorantia, is Leibniz’s
principle of dynamics (the modern term, introduced by
Leibniz, explicitly, as a name for the Classical Greek dynamis) underlying the founding of systemic modern physical
science by Cusa’s avowed follower Kepler. This concept of
dynamics was the crucial point made by Leibniz in exposing
the intrinsic incompetence in science, of the mechanistic-statistical methods of both the Cartesians and other modern reductionists, such as the victims of the fraudulent Newton cult.
This set of distinctions is what separates today’s intrinsically incompetent dogmas of virtually all varieties of taught
economics from competence. If we are to rescue our presently
imperilled planet from today’s threat of a lurch into a new,
planet-wide dark age, this is the problem which must be understood as our guide to practice in understanding, for overcoming the intrinsic incompetence of thinking which has
brought the world to the verge of what may prove to be the
worst crisis in the known history of mankind.
It is this specific issue of human creativity which, as I
shall emphasize in the fourth chapter of this report, defines
the proper meaning of the term economics.
Commonplace, but ignorant opinion, assumes that what
is known as sense-experience, is reality per se. In reality,
sense-perception is a state of the biological mental-perceptual
apparatus, a state which expresses an induced response to the
existence of an effect which has impinged upon the human
sensory apparatus, as if from an unseen domain of reality
beyond. What is recognized by the mind as the object of the
form of sense-perceptual experience, represents an interpretation generated by the developed perceptual powers of the
individual mind, rather than direct, ontologically sensory
knowledge of the actual, external action which is the presumed cause of what is experienced.
This ironical role of sense-perception, is key to understanding the “infinitesimal” of Kepler’s and Leibniz’s notion
of a calculus suited to dealing with the fact that an unseen
universal principle has produced the effect known as gravitation. Already, for Kepler, the power of gravitation is expressed as what is defined as being an ontological existence
experienced as a universal physical principle. It was Kepler’s
specification on this point, which was taken by Leibniz as
Kepler’s instruction to future mathematicians to develop an
infinitesimal calculus.
Gravitation, for example, is an object as big in scale as the
universe, and therefore expresses the ontological finiteness of
the physical universe, and is expressed as the experience of
an encounter with an infinitesimal, as Kepler shows this to be
true for the case of gravitation.
Therefore, the idea of the existence of “self-evident”
definitions, axioms, and postulates, of a formal geometry,
such as a Euclidean geometry, is a piece of lunacy not to
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be tolerated within the finite bounds of study of an actual
Solar System.
It is the faculty specific to the sovereign character of the
human mind, which is the location of the human mind’s ability
to discover and comprehend the discovery of an efficient universal physical principle. It is through human actions located
within that domain of the “infinite” expressed as the experience of an “infinitesimal,” that mankind is enabled to effect
willful changes in mankind’s specific relationship to the universe.
Thus, from the ancient practice of what the Pythagoreans
and like thinkers termed the Egyptian practice of Sphaerics,
that which became Riemannian physics was generated. In
place of a priori definitions, axioms, and postulates, of a
mechanistic fantasy such as Euclidean and Cartesian geometry, the real geometry of the universe is an anti-Euclidean
geometry of the type which has emerged as a Riemannian,
dynamic form of physical hypergeometry (e.g., of physical
tensor-space), instead of a Euclidean or Cartesian type of
empiricist or other, mechanistic-statistical mathematical
space. The physical “dimensions” of a Riemannian physical
space, or its antecedents, are essentially universal physical
principles whose extension as existing, efficient principles, is
equal to that of a finite universal physical space-time as a
whole. This was already clearly expressed by the original
work of Kepler. So, Einstein came to conclude that the foundations of competent modern physical science are both
Keplerian and Riemannian.
There is no need to pretend to be intimidated and befuddled by one’s own lack of formal-mathematical elaboration
of Riemannian dynamics. For purposes of making general
policies which are relevant to overcoming the presently onrushing crisis, it is sufficient for most to grasp the underlying
principles of experimental knowledge which drive the physical-mathematical system. Beyond that, most relevant, sane
policy-shapers will rely on qualified experts in the mathematical physics of the system who concur with the point of method
I have identified here. The results will be sufficiently clear for
intelligent policy-shapers, and will come as a sweet relief
from the mumbo-jumbo of our contemporary, radically postmodernist—almost post-post-modernist, high priesthood of
the financial-derivatives cults.
This view of the specifically dynamic form of Riemannian
physical hypergeometric principles, is the essential conceptual basis for competent practice of physical economic science. The only competent economic science is to be viewed in
terms of the dynamic form of interaction within an economic
phase-space as a whole, an interaction which reflects the form
in which actual increases in the potential relative populationdensity of a society, and of the planet as whole, are generated.
The function of a competent approach to economics as a
body of scientific practice, is to achieve efficient, practical
comprehension of the dynamic interactions defined in this
way.
Feature
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3. Money Versus Economic Value
As emphasized summarily, repeatedly since the opening
of this present report, up to the present point, if an attempt
is made to continue the present world system of economic
practice within the bounds of relatively superficial reforms,
then the entirety of the present world monetary system is
already about to disintegrate. If the entirety of the present
world economy is not to collapse in a chain-reaction style of
general breakdown-crisis, the present world monetary system
must be replaced entirely by a new system, a new system based
on fundamentally different notions of the nature of economic
value than are, unfortunately for us all, presently in vogue.
What must occur, if the planet as a whole is to avoid such
a catastrophic plunge into a new dark age, is something akin
to the reforms made under U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt,
the changes he made to lead us from the U.S. monetary system
of the bankrupted 1920s, to the regulated system which
evolved into the form of the Bretton Woods fixed-exchangerate form of system during 1944-1945. The death of that President Roosevelt, and the inauguration of his successor and
actual opponent, President Harry S Truman, unleashed a wave
of destruction of the work of Roosevelt.
On balance, the economic recovery launched by Roosevelt continued for about two decades, despite Truman’s reforms; this continued through and somewhat beyond the assassination of President John F. Kennedy; but the interval
from about 1968 through 1981 sent the U.S.A. and Europe,
and also other places, lurching into a long-wave of physical
economic decadence and present state of ruin.
The emergence of the so-called “68ers,” represented a
cultural paradigm-shift, which had been launched on the
death of President Roosevelt, but, whose political consequences had been expressed most clearly by the emergence
of the new existentialist irrationalism, in the spirit of the postFranklin Roosevelt Congress for Cultural Freedom and kindred offal. These consequences took hold as a reigning, new,
net-downward cultural trend in trans-Atlantic society, as
launched by the so-called “68ers,”
The leading source of intellectual difficulties in attempts
to understand reality, among leading circles around the world
today, is that real history occurs in cultural patterns operating
over the span of not less than several, or more successive
generations, while prevalent leading circles in most of the
world today think, at their relative best, in terms of a mere
decade or two. Those today who do not see today’s world
crisis as already born in the reversal from Franklin Roosevelt’s upward, to Harry Truman’s downward trend, are exhibiting their condition as victims of an advanced state of that
downward cultural and physical-economic trend today. It is
that affliction among our policy-shapers which must be urgently corrected now, if civilization is to escape a relatively
immediate plunge into a planetary new dark age.
These have been trends whose kaleidoscopic effects be14
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come apparent to most ordinary opinion only over generations. That short-term view is thus expressed as a lack of
comprehension of the long-term forces of history, those which
have predetermined what occurs to civilization two or more
generations later. Thus, Truman’s betrayal of the Roosevelt
legacy produced the hellish state of peril throughout our
planet, two generations later, today. The mental powers of
most Baby Boomers of today, do not reach far enough to take
into account the reality of the fundamental change in direction
introduced under President Truman.
The worst of the long-ranging effects of certain axiomatically reductionist presumptions respecting economics, in
modern society since the 1648 close of the Thirty Years War
in Europe, has been the Liberal presumption that there are
monetary values whose existence is lawfully expressed by the
assumed convergence of percussive interaction among prices,
as converging on some mechanistic-statistical notion of asymptotic social value, as the case of the doctrine of Karl Marx
reflects this same form of corruption in looking at economic
processes. This was the fatal aspect of Marxist dogma which
contributed, crucially, to the collapse of the Soviet system.
This was the assumption of Bernard Mandeville’s weird
and notorious, very, very Liberal defense of moral degeneration in his The Fable of the Bees. This was the implicit notion
of value in the superstitious dogma of Physiocrat François
Quesnay. This was the assumption of both hoaxster-plagiarist
Adam Smith’s 1759 Theory of the Moral Sentiments and his
virulently anti-American tract The Wealth of Nations. This
same nasty superstition also appeared as the cornerstone of
Karl Marx’s “theory of value,” a view which a credulous Marx
under the sway of Palmerston’s “Young Europe” operation,
acquired from Jeremy Bentham’s Haileybury School economists.
Thus, virtual hordes from successive generations of dupes
of that dogma, have dominated both nominally Liberal and
nominally Marxist types to the present time. With the eruption
of the present world crisis, it is already way past time, two
generations after Truman’s inauguration, to end that farce.
There is no intrinsic natural value associated with the
uttering and circulation of money in modern society. The very
term, “honest money,” is, next to the extreme of financial
derivatives, the worst of all lies about money.
If British Biblical archeologists, searching for the numbered street address of Abraham in Ur, had not made such an
awful mess of the cuneiform tablet collections which their
pathetic zeal heaped into virtual discard piles, we would have
had important additional evidence of the operations of ancient
markets prior to approximately 2000 B.C. For that reason,
some of the best indications of the development of markets
of trade have been acquired during recent post-World War II
decades, from the ancient Hittite sites of Asia Minor which
reflect reactivated use of cuneiform tablets, rather than the
perishable parchment and the like media, for documents of
international trade.
Consequently, our best early, functional form of knowlEIR
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There is no solution to the current crisis
without turning away from a fixation on money
(above: gold ingots), toward the concept of
economic growth based on high-technology
production, demonstrated by this automated
robot spot-welding in a Chicago auto
assembly plant.

edge of the role of currency in the operations of a trading
economy, is associated with the role of the site of the Delphic
Apollo cult as a center of usury and Mediterranean maritime
trade, and the emergence of what was ostensibly the Delphi
Apollo-cult colony set up within the Etruscan region which
became known as the city and empire of Rome.
From that role of the Delphi cult to the present day, the
known history of the development of medieval and modern
monetary systems, and of monetary doctrines, is a history of
the rule of usury in the sundry imperial systems of Delphi;
Rome; Byzantium; and, in the role of the ultramontane medieval system in providing the foundation for the modern Anglo-Dutch Liberal model of modern imperial monetary systems, the latter the systems whose legacy dominates the
absurd but popularized notion of money and its use to the
present day.
So, the currently prevalent notions of theories of monetary
value, are essentially products of the forms of usury practiced
by imperial and closely related systems of government.
It is useful to restate this point as follows: there are two
mutually exclusive ways for defining the value of money. The
prevalent opinion, still today, echoes the way in which the
imperialistic Anglo-Dutch Liberal defines money and its
value, that from the standpoint of usury, rather than production. This includes the so-called Marxist theory of economic
value, which a Karl Marx who was an unsuspecting dupe of
Lord Palmerston’s direction of the “Young Europe” movement, adopted, with some relatively superficial adjustments,
from the imperial system and empiricist doctrine of the neoVenetian, British East India Company’s Haileybury School.

Two Opposing Cultures
To understand the political and economic trends within
today’s globally extended modern European civilization, it is
essential to look at the entire sweep of cultures over a period
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not less than the known portions of the history of the languagecultures of our planet since a time prior to the establishment
of the Great Pyramid of Giza. Bal Gangadhar Tilak’s principal
writings1 are of crucial importance for insight into earlier
phases of development of a functional form of known language-culture. Tilak’s insight into the integration of artistic
and scientific functions in early known history of the internal
dynamics of civilized cultures, is of crucial significance for
historians, and strategists today.
During all such known cultural history from early civilization onward, there has been a continuing state of cultural
warfare between civilizing and oligarchical cultures.
Unfortunately, the skein of development internal to European civilization since ancient Greece, has been masked and
blurred by the hoaxes such as those of Roman history’s most
notable chief priest, and lying Sophist, Plutarch, of the Delphi
Apollo cult. The entirety of the rise of Rome, since the last
actually civilized Roman, Cicero, until the Fifteenth-Century
Renaissance organized around the circles of Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa, has been dominated by a general retrogression of
European cultures from the higher level typified by Thales,
Heracleitus, Aeschylus, the Pythagoreans, Socrates, Plato,
and Plato’s followers of the Platonic Academy. The deaths of

1. On evidence of the pre-history of India’s culture: Orion (1893) and Arctic
Home in the Vedas (1903), but, in the latter part of the same time-frame,
his prison writings on the Bhagavadgita. The relationship between ancient
maritime cultures, and the reflection of these cultures in both the ancient
development of the maritime-based cultures of the Mediterranean and of the
Indian subcontinent’s cultures, and the latter’s impact on the development
of pre-Semitic cultures of lower Mesopotamia, the region known as Sheba,
Abyssinia, and elsewhere, were crucial features of my proofs, developed,
chiefly, during the early 1980s, against the popular myth of a riparian origin
for civilization’s cultures, and my recognition that riparian cultures had developed as products of the oceanic maritime cultures from the time of the last
great ice age (currently due to be experienced anew, unless we change that).
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The only true measure of
progress lies in the
physical-economic rate of
increase of the potential
relative populationdensity of entire nations,
measured per capita and
per square kilometer.
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the greatest scientific thinkers of their time, the collaborators
Eratosthenes and Archimedes, about B.C. 200, marked the
point of eruption of the dominant role of decadence in the
broad sweep of European history from that time until the
Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, as the latter is signalled by
Brunelleschi’s use of his own insight into the same physical
principle of the catenary central to the Leibniz calculus, for
the completion of the cupola of the Cathedral of Florence.
This long sweep of the history of European culture, from
Plato through Nicholas of Cusa, is better understood by looking at the matter of the rise of Christianity as the chief medium
of continuation of Classical Greek culture until the rise of
Byzantium under the emperors Diocletian and Constantine,
and the role of the Augustinian tradition, since then, leading
into Charlemagne’s civilizing role, during the period preceding the regression into the long, ultramontane dark age under
the partnership of the Venetian financier oligarchy and the
bestial Norman chivalry.
We must understand ourselves today, especially from
within globally extended evolution of European civilization’s
history, as reflecting, in ourselves, and, usually in the typical,
contemporary, putatively educated individual’s behavior,
what has been a long sweep of the persisting conflict between
the humanist and oligarchical models of societies and cultures. In the end, one of the two principal, opposing views
must triumph; since the laws of the universe will determine
the ultimate outcome of this struggle between the forces of
civilization and the bestiality of the oligarchical currents, the
humanism which I defend and promote will ultimately pre16
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vail. It is my certain knowledge from the advantages gained
from a long life’s unusually significant experience in defending the principle of truthfulness against the living history of
the reign of Sophistry over mere popular opinion, that the
Creator is awesomely patient in His own way; His clock of
history is not that of the span of individual existence of the
mortal form of the human individual.
What I discovered to be right, in the long-range forecasts
I developed as early as the late 1950s, have become, in respect
to all essentials, the reality of the crisis-situation gripping the
world today. Who does not think in terms of two generations
of extent of life’s future experience, is really not thinking very
much at all.
As we examine the history of what we call “economy”
since ancient Greece, or somewhat earlier, a study of economic systems from the vantage-point of the relative increase
or decline of potential relative population-density, per capita
and per square kilometer, shows us a persisting domination
of what we view, retrospectively, as economic systems, by
the role of money under oligarchical systems. Such studies
confront us with the conflict between two, ultimately irreconcilable conceptions of man and nature. In this history, the idea
of money and the oligarchical practice of usury are virtually
inseparable.
In real economy, as defined by Gottfried Leibniz’s notion
of physical economy, the progress and goals are measured
in terms of willfully induced rises in the level of physical
productivity, per capita and per square kilometer, of the total
land-areas. In oligarchical systems, as typified by the predaEIR
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tory policies of the current George W. Bush Administration,
the majority of the population (such as the lower eighty percentile of the family-income brackets of the U.S.A. since
about 1977), the physical productivity and incomes of the
lower income-brackets of the population have been declining,
per capita and per square kilometer, that at a dramatically
accelerating rate during the 2001-2006 interval. Whereas, the
monied wealth of the upper three percentile of income brackets has zoomed. In effect, the present Bush Administration
treats the lower eighty percentile of the income-brackets of
the population as human cattle, as the Physiocrat François
Quesnay did, as herds of human cattle intended to be culled
at increasing rates, as we are experiencing that trend today.
Worse, the tendency among political forces, even within
the Democratic Party, is to fawn upon the predatory strata
of financier power, while complaining against the impatient
rustlings among the increasingly looted lower eighty percentile. Ambitious Democrats are usually kinder to the human
cattle than the crueler of the ambitious Republicans of similar
persuasions. The case of Democratic fawning upon the Synarchist-linked predator Felix Rohatyn is typical of the fawning of even Democrats on the most vicious predators of the
financier class. For Democrats, too, politics goes to the financial market where the big money is, especially among Democrats and others of the Baby Boomer age-range.
Contrary to the mythologies expressed among even leaders of the Democratic Party today, despite what the Democratic Party had gained by the rescue of our nation, as also
that party, by President Franklin Roosevelt’s reforms, the
foundation of modern civilized life of nations was the establishment of the principle of the commonwealth under the succession of France’s Louis XI and his follower, England’s
Henry VII. Where foolish modern opinion presumes that national wealth is the sum-total of individual gains by persons
and corporations, a sane view of economy treats the physicaleconomic rate of increase of the potential relative populationdensity of entire nations, in physical terms, per capita, and
per square kilometer. Competent practice treats the net gains
of human civilization as a whole, as the standard of performance by which the role of the physical performance of combined sovereign nation-states of the planet is measured.
Such is both the principled and the practical difference
between a sane form of economic thought, which is premised
on the dynamic outlook of Leibniz and his ancient Pythagorean and Platonic predecessors, and the inherently decadent,
intrinsically incompetent, and essentially silly methods of
neo-Cartesian/“Newtonian,” mechanistic-statistical nonsense generally taught as “economics” today.
In a sane form of modern economy, money is an organized
(regulated!) phenomenon, structured, by custom and by law,
as President Franklin Roosevelt’s reforms typify this, to
prompt the flows of physical and services goods in proportions which conform to the objectives of a unitary commonwealth and its foreign partners. In this, the primary concern
must be emphasis on the development of the mental-creative
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powers of the population as a whole, as I have defined “mental-creative” powers here, as in the earlier locations of my
writings on this subject-matter.
The contrary view, is the viewpoint of usury, as in the
imperial and related traditions, which includes the inherently
imperialist view expressed as Anglo-Dutch Liberalism.
From the beginning of the U.S. republic, in the pre-1688
Seventeenth-Century development of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony under the leadership of the Winthrops and the Mathers, the principle of “The Common Good” was expressed by
the development of the individual and community for increase
of the productive powers of labor per capita and per square
kilometer. So, from the beginning of its emergence and later
formation as a Federal Republic, the American System of
political-economy has been the same implicitly deadly adversary of the intrinsically imperialist British, so-called “free
trade” system of political-economy it was when President
Franklin Roosevelt confronted his uncomfortable, reluctant
ally Winston Churchill, on Britain’s intent to continue imperialism during the post-war period, the same Churchill whose
image sponsored those virtually treasonous policies of Harry
S Truman whose impulses led in unleashing the impulses
which are the chief source of every self-inflicted wound which
the U.S.A. has suffered from the moment of the death of
President Franklin Roosevelt, to the present date.

4. ‘Fair Trade,’ Not ‘Free Trade’
The secret of competent economic policies by the U.S.
government, has always been choosing “fair trade,” as opposed to “free trade.” The policy of “free trade,” when continued for a decade or so, has always been, sooner or later, a
disastrous outcome, as it has been the cause of an increasingly
severe disaster throughout the recent thirty-five years. This
requires a bit of explanation.
Therefore, at his point, I must shift, as briefly as tolerable,
into a relatively autobiographical mode. Knowledge of what
anyone has discovered, or merely acquired as an adopted
outlook, must be explained, as it were by the author of that
opinion, in autobiographical terms.
Real knowledge never occurs as an object per se. Pointing
to an object of sense-perception, is never an act expressing
knowledge as such: knowledge is never merely description
of objects of sense-perception. Knowledge exists only in the
form of the discovery of a principle which often governs an
action which is expressed in terms of sense-perceptual experience, but which, itself, is not an object of sense-perception.
Kepler’s discovery of a universal principle of gravitation,
as he actually reports the relevant successive steps of investigation in, as a first step, his Mysterium Cosmographicum
and, then, his next step, his The New Astronomy, is not an
object of sense-perception, but the demonstration of a necessary existence of a principle of the universe which governs
the relevant behavior of the class of objects considered. All
Feature
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Moving production to cheap-labor countries, where infrastructure is lacking and carried out with primitive methods (such as the ditchdigging shown here in Sri Lanka), goes along with shutting down U.S. industrial production, and lowers the world’s productivity as a
whole. Left: an abandoned mine in Missouri.

true knowledge of principles, is of this nature. How the discoverer is able to report his or her experience of discovering
a claimed principle, is the most crucial issue of scientific and
related methods of argument: “You say that is true? Exactly
what was the experience which led you to that conclusion?”
Or, “You think you know something about economics; where
and how did you experience that conclusion?”
The question to be answered is, therefore, posed to others,
as to anyone who wishes to contest my conclusion: “How did
you reach this conclusion, and from what point of reference
in your personal experience, did this begin?”
Some highlights of that experience are perhaps sufficient
for the purposes of both the writer and the reader on this
present occasion.
My presently specific discoveries within the domain of
the science of physical economy which are relevant to the
issues at hand here, were set into motion during early 1948,
through study of a pre-publication, Paris edition of the reviewers’ proof copy of Professor Norbert Wiener’s Cybernetics.
Wiener’s outline of the cases of positive and negative feedback, was sufficiently entertaining to hold my interest in that
book until the end; his misconception of human intelligence
not only disgusted, but horrified me, as a worse than bestial
view of the nature of mankind.
That reaction of mine was prompted not only by my
“hands-on” familiarity with some features of the role of innovation in production technology, but, even more significantly,
by my well-founded reaction of disgust, a decade earlier, with
the axiomatic presumptions of any Euclidean geometry, a
reaction which occurred at my first encounter with that feature
of the secondary curriculum. These reactions, approximately
a decade apart, were connected, for me, to my adoption of
English translations from among the writings of a Gottfried
Leibniz whom I had adopted, from about the age of fourteen,
18
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as that choice had been provided to me from my readings
among the English, French, and German philosophers of the
Seventeenth and Eighteenth centuries.
From 1948 onward, my intention to develop a systematic
refutation of Wiener’s “information theory” hoax was closely
related in fact, to my focus upon two subjects, the matter of
the notion of physical principle as the issue posed by Wiener’s
work, and the related issue of Classical irony in (especially)
English-language poetry, drama, and prose. In this process,
with help of reference to the work of Kurt Gödel,2 I encountered, and developed a related reaction against what appears
to me still today as an implicitly autistic, other follower of the
evil Bertrand Russell, John von Neumann and von Neumann’s worse-than-bestial notion of “artificial intelligence.”
From closer study of his work, I have come to think of von
Neumann as one who might have tagged a colleague, or, perhaps himself, as “It.”
These explorations of mine converged, at the beginning of
the 1950s upon, first, a significant but not entirely satisfactory
experience with the work of Georg Cantor, and, in reaction,
about 1952, to the flaw in Cantor, to turn back, in 1953, to
reexamination of the work of Bernhard Riemann.3
2. Cf. Kurt Gödel, “On Formally Undecidable Propositions of Principia
Mathematica and Related Systems,” (1931) in Kurt Gödel Collected
Works, Vol. I, Feffermann et al., eds. (London: Oxford University Press,
1986), pp. 144-195. It should be noted, as a point of relevance, that Gödel
spent the concluding years of his career at the Princeton Institute, where his
notably relevant discussion partners featured the sympathetic figure of Albert
Einstein, for as long as Einstein lived.
3. My hesitations on the subject of the work of Cantor during my 1952 studies
of his work, were prompted chiefly by Bertrand Russell associate Philip
Jourdain’s 1915 translation: Georg Cantor: Contributions to the Founding
of the Theory of Transfinite Numbers. On this subject, see Georg Cantors
gesammelte Abhandlungen mathematischen und philosophischen In-
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The outcome of these experiences, and the connecting
integument among them, was my own adoption of the standpoints of Leibniz and Riemann for my own version of a
Leibnizian science of physical economy. My own view, thus
formed, was obviously greatly influenced by the reflections of
Leibniz’s influence on the thinking of Alexander Hamilton’s
argument for the concept of the American System of political-economy.
My orientation of today, has emphasized the development
of the elements of a new generation of young adults, in promoting their own independent work in the realm of the crucial
developments of European science since Thales and the Pythagoreans, a development I now contemplate with gratifying
results as a hopeful indication of the future in reach for the
adult generations immediately ahead.
The crucial point developed in John Perkins’ account of
his experience as an “economic hit-man” for the likes of
George P. Shultz, et al.,4 is that by inducing a targeted nation
to incur the debt of development of a large infrastructure
venture, without building up the producer sector of that nation, the nation can be bankrupted and looted by the relevant
creditors engaged in such an “economic hit-man” form of
swindle.
Similarly, just as investment in infrastructure elements,
without relevant investment in modern modes of production,
is a way of bankrupting a nation, so investment in cheaplabor employment for production of goods, without relevant
infrastructural development, is a form of looting an economy.
Similarly, investment in production by some part of an economy as a whole, while leaving the remainder in relatively
impoverished conditions, has largely negative net effects.
So, in general, “outsourcing” to cheap-labor markets results in an ultimate net loss for the physical form of the world
economy, as the U.S.A.’s exports of its production to nations
with poorer people and less infrastructure, has ruined the U.S.
economy, caused a skyrocketing of our balance-of-payments
debt, and ruined the physical standard of living and per-capita
physical output of our national economy. In the relatively
shorter term, this has been viewed as a relative gain for the
cheap-labor markets to which the exported industries have
been delivered; however, the effects of a collapse of the U.S.
financial system would not only unleash a sinking of the marhalts, Ernest Zermelo and Adolf Frankl, eds. (Berlin: Julius Springer, 1932)
and Georg Cantor Briefe, Herbert Meschkowski and Winfried Nilson, eds.
(Berlin: Springer, 1991). These sources demonstrate how Cantor was victimized by, not only the notorious Leopold Kronecker, but, more slyly, by onetime Lucifer cultist Rudolf Steiner and other representatives of the circles of
Bertrand Russell. The induced insanity of the later Cantor shows clearly in
the Transfinite pieces and his correspondence with B. Russell and Russell’s
circles. I did not know these other connections in 1952, but the smell in the
pages of Jourdain’s work had set my nose a-twitching.
4. John Perkins, Confessions of an Economic Hit Man: how the U.S. Uses
Globalization To Cheat Poor Countries Out of Trillions (San Francisco:
Berrett-Koehler, 2004).
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kets to which we had exported our industries, but, these effects
would reveal the fact that “outsourcing” has caused a net
decline of the world’s productivity, per capita and per square
kilometer, considered as a whole.
Another piece of popularized economic idiocy, “Just-inTime” marketing, is to be considered in like fashion for its effects.
The general criticism to be made against this set of contemporary global practices, is of the same type, at root, as
Gottfried Leibniz’s derision for incompetence and related
bungling of the claims to science by René Descartes.5 Leibniz
referred directly to the Classical Greek conception of the Pythagoreans and Plato, dynamis, which Leibniz presented under the rubric of his general principle of modern physical
science, dynamics, a term used to contrast the competent scientific method of Kepler, Fermat, himself, et al., to the bungling incompetence, for physical science, of the method of
Descartes. This view, as expressed so by Leibniz, is the same
conception, the same notion of dynamics, employed by Russia’s V.I. Vernadsky’s mid-1930s report on the principles
of Biogeochemistry.6 This is the method of Leibniz carried
forward from Kepler, Fermat, and Leibniz, by Carl F. Gauss,
Henrik Abel, and Lejeune Dirichlet, into the concept of physical hypergeometries by Bernhard Riemann.
In competent physical-economic science, there are no Euclidean-like, a priori definitions, axioms, and postulates, but
only universal physical principles defined as such by what
Riemann represents, within his 1854 habilitation dissertation,
as uniquely appropriate experiments. The operating of such
physical principles within the functions of a physical economy, define the physical geometry of action within that system: that economic process.
The subject of physical-economic analysis, is the net effect of the application, or lack of application of those principles as measured in terms of entropy-versus-anti-entropy. The
set of principles involved, when their relative ratios are quantized, defines a potential relative population-density: the rate
of increase, or decrease of the quantitative value so determined, defines an indicated relative entropy or anti-entropy.
This means, in general, that investment in more advanced
combinations of productive and infrastructural technologies,
is the precondition for the continued existence of any economy in the long term, and the relative rate of change in direction in the short to medium term. What is also crucial, are the
ratios among the principles represented, as the proper ratio
of infrastructural to productive development, under varying
levels of technology, bears upon this.
Implied in this, is the evidence that the universe is characteristically anti-entropic, in the sense of proceeding from a
relatively lower to higher state of organization. So, the devel5. E.g., G.W. Leibniz, Specimen Dynamicum.
6. Cf. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. “Vernadsky & Dirichlet’s Principle,” EIR,
June 3, 2005.
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opment of the Solar planetary system,
with its enlarged “periodic table” of elements and isotopes, represents a higher
state of organization of the universe than
the fast-spinning, solitary Sun from
which that Solar System was generated.
Or, restated: we have Heracleitus’ insistence that continuing change, rather
than fixed forms of action, is the characteristic of the existence of our universe.
It is the “68ers’ ” role in halting investment in scientific and technological
progress in production and infrastructure, which best typifies the principal
source of the collapse of the physical
standard of output and average net income of the U.S.A. over the 1971-2006
interval to date.
This characteristic entropy of the
economies of the Americas and Europe
under the influence of the “68ers,” has a
relevant theological correlative.

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis

The Bach choral tradition epitomizes progress in Classical art, as a marker of progress
for all mankind. Here, the Thomanerchor—the choir of St. Thomas Church, Leipzig,
which dates from Johann Sebastian Bach’s time in the early 18th Century—sings in
Washington, D.C. in 1998.

Reason in Art: Bach
Ever since my first startled hearing, in a replacement depot
outside Calcutta, of a recorded performance by the greatest
orchestral conductor of the Twentieth Century, Wilhelm
Furtwängler, I have been increasingly aware of the crucial
importance, for all great musical composition and its performance, of the meaning of Furtwängler’s reference to “performing between the notes.”7
This notion of “performing between the notes,” dates, in
our explicit knowledge of the matter, from the Pythagorean
conception of the musical comma. In the development of
modern European musical culture, both methods of performance, such as singing, and composition, are traced, most
emphatically, from the Florentine bel canto which one can
witness as carved in stone within Florence’s great Cathedral
of Santa Maria del Fiore. The children sculpted as singing, are
a perfect typification of the expression of the singers singing a
recognizable composition in the bel canto mode. The implications of this bel canto training and use of the natural mode of

7. During the post-World War II times, the fraudulent rumor was spread, that
Wilhelm Furtwängler was either a Nazi, or pro-Nazi. On the basis of this
allegation, Furtwängler, a defender of targeted Jews, at significant risk to
himself, and himself a political target of Hermann Göring, was replaced,
early during the post-war period, by Göring’s favorite band conductor, the
Herbert von Karajan who, eyewitnesses among the orchestra’s members
recall as conducting by stop-watch. Furtwängler was targeted by the culturally depraved circles of the post-war Congress for Cultural freedom, and
related, pro-existentialist circles of Hannah Arendt, et al., who were typified
by the wretched Dame Margaret Mead. The intention was to destroy competent musical performances and their repertoire in the interest of anti-humanist
rubbish such as that promoted by Arendt’s side-kick, the freakish Adorno.
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human singing (and also literate speech) have been perfected
and memorialized to the present date by Johann Sebastian
Bach’s creation of well-tempered counterpoint.
The principle involved in musical compositions following
the strict Bach tradition of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Brahms et al., has a direct
correlation with the principles of composition and rendering
of Classical poetry, of literate modes of speaking and of written speech. The principle of the comma, is implicitly expressed by comparing the challenge of performing a leading
motet, Jesu, meine Freude, of Bach with the implications of
a comparison of Bach’s The Art of the Fugue with Beethoven’s Opus 133 Grosse Fugue. To render the sung compositions with contrapuntal transparency of interacting voices,
all great Classical musical compositions from Bach through
Brahms, and beyond, reflect the central role of this principle
of counterpoint, a principle which corresponds precisely to
the Pythagorean comma.
These are the implications of the Classical musical tradition from Pythagoras through the work of performing musicians in the same specific quality of tradition as Furtwängler.
The contrary view, that of the admirers of Adorno, or the
clockwork bandmaster tradition which Hermann Göring admired in the young von Karajan of the Nazi time, has the
effect, and also the intention, of uprooting and smothering the
essential spiritual function of the Classical musical tradition.
This issue in music, runs athwart the exact same role as
the principle of composition in physical science. The significance of this quality of distinction, is the relationship between
the function of the Pythagorean comma in music, and the
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ability to communicate what the poet Shelley identified as the
power of receiving and imparting profound and impassioned
conceptions of man and nature, as accomplished through the
sovereign potential expressed as the powers uniquely shared
by the Creator and the potentials of the individual human
mind.
On this account, contrast the method of Bach and his
successors to the embalmed-dead character of the rules of
composition of a Rameau or Fux. The powers of the human
mind which set the human individual apart from, and above
the beasts, are associated, as I have already stressed repeatedly
here thus far, with the notion associated with the way in which
I have followed Kepler and Leibniz here with the complementarity of the “infinite” and “infinitesimal.”
In this usage, “infinite” and “infinitesimal,” are not the
corpse-like stuff of formal-mathematical conceptions, but
physical conceptions. “Infinite” is a metaphor for the universal principles of a finite universe; “infinitesimal” is a very
lively metaphor for the encounter with the efficient effect of
a universal principle in a local region of physical space-time.
So, on this account, the notion of the complex domain as
developed by Leibniz (i.e., the universal physical principle of
least action) for the infinitesimal calculus, and the generalization of the same principle as Riemann’s notion of physical
hypergeometries.
Think, therefore, of the comma as an expression of such
infinitesimals.
The substance of the matter addressed, thus, here, is that
the distinction between what is truly Classical art, on the one
side, and physical science, on the other, is that in such art,
we are contemplating the underlying characteristics of the
relevant social process. In physical science, the same quality
of mental powers addresses the pre-biotic domain or Biosphere. With that said, the supposed enigma posed by the late
C.P. Snow’s “two cultures” paradox, vanishes. The common
subject of truly Classical artistic media and physical science
is man: the distinct ontology of the human mind, the mind of a
creature made to express the intended likeness of the Creator.

Art in Trading
During the period of World War II, my father had returned, competence significantly refreshed by business management experience, to the footwear industry. Under those
auspices, during a certain time immediately prior to my induction into war-time service, my father assigned me to certain
duties in support of his function as technical consultant on
certain manufacturing techniques to the Manchester, New
Hampshire branch of the International Shoe manufacturing
firm. One of the technological innovations which I encountered, and participated in assessing, was a new promotion by
the Dupont firm, using color schemes in painting of machinery, to enhance the operative’s performance and also personal
safety. I was favorably impressed with what I observed as the
success of that experiment.
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With the widespread tendency to misunderstand the productive process, especially with the advent of the white-collar
and kindred strata among the Baby Boomer generation to
adulthood (or, some might prefer, “adulteration”), understanding of the broader role of innovations in product design
and production process has been largely lost today. Anyone
from my generation, or the earlier generation, who had been
employed as a technical or management consultant in fields
of product design and technology, was made aware of the
importance of certain subtleties of the production and marketing processes which had a positive importance for the quality
of the product and the productive process.
Today, under the influence of the post-1971-72 shift from
a productive to a “post-industrial” economy, the former emphasis on the utility of the product has been displaced in favor
of what are, in fact, dubious, but popular conceptions of marketing appeal. That is to stress the point, that a population,
including business management strata, who have adapted to
an irrational form of the general economic process, will be
attracted, as we should have witnessed this for ourselves, by
considerations as irrational, and, ultimately counterproductive, as the change in mission-orientation of the economy
which sets the new direction in standards. If we attended with
as much passion for the quality of the ideas which govern
producer and consumer behavior, as we claim to show for
trends of popular taste in the matters of products and services,
we would not have tolerated the increasing insanity of popular
economic behavior during the recent thirty-five years.
The result of this pattern I have just identified summarily,
is a loss of the relatively rational form of guiding sense of
relative values which prevailed among managements, operatives, and also their families, during the decades prior to the
1968-1981 rise to power of the white-collar stratum of the
“Baby Boomer” generation. There were thus, sharp changes,
such as to increasing emphasis on food as a children’s toy and
human sexuality as virtually a marketable product on, or off
the “shopping list” of implicitly taxable entertainments.
Three pieces of popular insanity illustrate the point: the
first, urban and suburban development; the second, masstransportation policy; the third, the Enron syndrome.
Take the case of Felix Rohatyn’s post-industrial hoax,
“Big MAC.”
During the time of the great Cathedral towns, as cathedrals
are typified by Chartres, the economic life of the surrounding
territory was organized around such churches and their market-places. Putting momentarily to one side, the suicidal corruption of the cities of the ultramontane system’s medieval
Lombard League, and since the middle of Europe’s FifteenthCentury Renaissance, the urban center became the center of
population within the towns and cities, and the agriculture of
the adjoining countryside. The role of Brunelleschi in crafting
the cupola of the Florence Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore,
and the impact of Luca Pacioli and Leonardo da Vinci, typifies
the function of the city-centered region, in developing the
Feature
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Michael Maddi

Among the trends in
national policy
which have brought
the U.S. economy to
the edge of national
economic
breakdown is the
swindle of
deregulation,
epitomized by the
now bankrupted
Enron, whose
headquarters in
Houston is shown
here.

territory and population of that region as an engine of scientific, technological, and economic innovation and progress.
Thus, France’s great Louis XI bribed France’s blackmailing
adversaries of England, Burgundy, et al., but made a profit on
the peaceful outcome of the bribery, through the promotion
of innovation, around markets organized within France.
The modern American city based upon industry and commerce, and its functional relationship to the broader areas,
remained the pivotal policy-factor in the rise of the United
States to the world’s most productive power, until phenomena
highlighted by the case of the ruinous effects of the wrecking
job, called “Big MAC,” conducted by the picaresque financial
ruffian Felix Rohatyn. Rohatyn did not begin the deindustrialization of the greater New York City and adjoining areas,
but he produced the great sucking sound which produced
the dysfunctionally gentrified parasite called New York City
today: real people can scarcely afford to live there since Felix
looted the place!
A different case, to similar ultimate effect, is to be seen
in the threatened, self-inflicted doom of Loudoun County,
Virginia. The idea of “development” as launched in that
county, over objections of saner residents, during the early
1980s, has produced a situation of threatened doom called
“suburbanization,” more or less typical of many entire regions
of the United States. Consider the following points as an illustrative summary.
The county itself has incurred vast carrying costs in promoting a form of “development” which has depended chiefly
on tax-rates which depended, in turn, on a soaring, virtual
hyperinflation in nominal real-estate values. This expansion
program has generated a massive increase in costs per square
kilometer to the government and related functions of the
county as a whole. Now, former Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan’s hyperinflationary financial-derivatives
bubble, with its emphasis on raiding of the implicitly Federally subsidized mortgage-based-securities market, is in the
process of reaching its popping phase. Mass evictions and
related phenomena are on the immediate horizon, increasingly, now. What happens to the costs of maintaining the
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county, when the present tax-revenue base of that county,
and comparable areas of so-called “development,” around the
nation are taken into account?
The closing of the railway system, and the massive costs
incurred by the commuter-related irrationalism of major highway systems for passenger and truck travel, have produced
an insane and unnecessarily costly national transport system,
relative to the rational development of the national territory
as a whole around the modern form of rail, and superior form
of magnetic-levitation transport of people and goods. The
lunacy of “Just-in-Time” policies adds to the costly complexities of this system.
Enron, the great swindle associated with funding of the
rise of the George W. Bush, Jr. Presidential campaign of 2000,
represents a trend in national policy which has brought the
U.S. economy to the edge of a general economic breakdown,
even on that account alone. If we had not virtually destroyed
the U.S. economy, and ruined the lives of most among our
citizens, with an “outsourcing” policy, the lack of power, in
respect to both quantity and quality, would have shut down
much of our economy on that account alone.
As I have shown in sundry print publications and national
and international webcasts, the world has entered a phase at
which the continued existence of civilized life on this planet
now requires massive investments in nuclear-fission-powered desalination, and the onrushing realization of the benefits
of controlled thermonuclear fusion for maintaining the supply
of the quality of minerals needed for the world population
trends of today.
Deregulation is an economic name for mass economic insanity.

5. The Credit System
In 1837, the Land-Bank system which had been created
under banker Martin van Buren’s puppet-President Andrew
Jackson, crashed. By the time van Buren had become President of the U.S.A., by succeeding his puppet Jackson, van
Buren reaped the whirlwind of financial disaster which he
and Jackson had sown. In 1838, the leading economist of the
U.S.A., Henry C. Carey, arguably, already, next to American
System economist Friedrich List, the leading economist of
the world, published his The Credit System.8
Martin van Buren was the New York banker sometimes
rumored to be the son of bed-hopping, hyperactive traitor,
and founder of the Bank of Manhattan, Aaron Burr. At the
very least, van Buren’s role as successor of Burr as operating
in enemy, British, interest, is a connection beyond honest
dispute. British foreign office asset Burr, was a protégé of the
8. Henry C. Carey, The Credit System in France, Great Britain, and the
United States (Philadelphia: Carey, Lea and Blanchard, 1838). (Reprinted
by Clifton, New Jersey: Augustus M. Kelley, 1974).
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One of the major hallmarks of the successful American System in the 19th Century was Nicholas Biddle’s Second National Bank of the
United States (shown here, in a lithograph by J.C. Wild). Abraham Lincoln’s chief economic advisor, Henry C. Carey (right), was the chief
defender of this national credit system.

Foreign Office’s Jeremy Bentham, and had escaped being
tried and convicted of treason because of a softness on the
part of President Thomas Jefferson. Van Buren had engaged
Jackson, the man who had conducted the virtual genocide
against the Cherokee nation on behalf of what became the
Confederacy’s land-grabbers, and who had narrowly escaped
charges for complicity in a treasonous plot by Burr. Such are
the all too frequent gaps between official honor and actual
perfidy in even our own national history, as with the added
tinge of hypocrisy celebrated at some Jefferson-Jackson
dinners.
Actually, President Franklin Roosevelt salvaged the
honor of the Democratic Party, which is what the Party, if it
has not lost its senses, will concentrate on choosing as its
spiritual father today.
What Jackson had destroyed, at his patron van Buren’s
request, was the Second National Bank of the United States.
Henry C. Carey’s response to the Land-Bank Crisis created
by Jackson’s puppet van Buren, was Carey’s effort to put
some sense into public understanding of the ruin which Jackson and van Buren had wrought: just as the Democratic Party’s capitulation to joining the Republican far-right wing of
the late Professor Milton Friedman, et al., in the cults of “postindustrial” ideology, “free trade,” and “globalization,” had
contributed crucially to ruining the U.S.A. again, today.
Our republic faces a comparable, but worse problem of
the same general origins today; the problem is merely typified
by the outright lunacy and related incompetence of the 20012006 Bush Administration. Like Carey then, we must bring
sense into the ruinous situation which the Bush-Cheney Administration has handed to us, for us to remedy, urgently,
today.
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In view of the prevalent lack of knowledge of the realities
of American history in U.S. universities and elsewhere today,
it is important to note that Carey, also well established for his
Principles of Economy, was a leader in exposing the fraud
of the argument, resonant to the present day among persons
ignorant of the rudiments of economics, the delusion that the
U.S. economy benefitted economically from slavery. Carey
was, later, the leading figure of the U.S. in bringing about
not only the Bismarck reforms in Germany, but was also the
architect of the industrial development of Japan during the
same period Carey was in Germany in connection with the
Bismarck reforms. By that latter time, Carey was, beyond
reasonable doubt, the leading and most influential economist
of the world, and, thus, the bane of the existence of that British
Prince of Wales, Edward Albert, who directed the preparations for launch of what is called World War I, as a “geopolitical scheme” for destroying his own foolish nephews, Germany’s Kaiser Wilhelm II and Czar Nicholas II, in the course
of bringing about the mutual ruin of the American Systeminfluenced nations of Germany, Russia, and other developing
economies of the Eurasian and American continents.
Through the corruption of the monarchy of Japan by the
influence of Britain’s “Lord of the Isles,” Prince of Wales
(and later King of England) Edward Albert, Japan launched
the first of its 1894-1941 series of wars against the U.S.A.
First, in the launching of the first Sino-Japanese War, then in
the British-orchestrated Japan war against Russia of 1905, the
conquest of Korea, Japan’s alliance with Britain for World
War I, and Japan’s plotting, during the early 1920s, with London, for destruction of the naval power of the U.S.A., including Japan’s intention, with its ally London of that time, to
destroy the U.S. naval base at Pearl Harbor. In response to
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this, the U.S. political forces in the respective, personal Confederacy and Ku Klux Klan traditions of Theodore Roosevelt
and Klan fanatic Woodrow Wilson, led the U.S.A., both in
backing for Britain’s launching of World War I, and in promoting the preparations for Britain’s support for the emerging, post-Versailles fascist movements in continental Europe,
and in opposing General Billy Mitchell’s plan for defending
against a known Anglo-Japan plan for the destruction of the
U.S. Pearl Harbor base.
Meanwhile, during the 1920s, the U.S.A. was being set
up for self-inflicted ruin under such successors as President
Calvin Coolidge and Herbert Hoover on the Republican side
of the aisles, and the opponents of what became Presidential
contender Franklin Roosevelt on the side of the Democratic
Party’s leadership of that time. The U.S. Liberals of the 1920s
and early 1930s, including the circles of modern Sophistry of
Pragmatist John Dewey, the sometime patron of Sidney
Hook, for a time, were solidly in sympathy with the British
asset of the 1920s, Italy’s “socialist” Benito Mussolini, and
were, like most high-ranking Republican circles of our financier oligarchy, associated with financial London’s choice of
“national socialist” Adolf Hitler at the beginning of the 1930s.
The role of President Franklin Roosevelt and the patriots
of Harry Hopkins’ crew of military and other relevant professionals, saved the U.S.A. and the world from the intended
Hell which the Anglo-Dutch Liberal sometime backers of
Japan’s series of Sino-Japanese wars and of Mussolini and
Hitler had set into motion.
Franklin Roosevelt’s election and leadership saved us
from the evils thus intended against us.
However, with Franklin Roosevelt’s death, matters were
turned, immediately, for the worse, with the inauguration of
a Harry S Truman who served implicitly in the Jackson-van
Buren tradition. We still had patriotic heroes in those terrible
times of the changes which have chiefly ruined us since Roosevelt’s death. Nonetheless, Eisenhower represented the same
patriotic tradition as the Harry Hopkins legacy and General
Douglas MacArthur. President John F. Kennedy committed
himself to return to the Franklin Roosevelt legacy—but, “they
killed him,” terrified Lyndon Johnson, and gave us Nixon and
the Trilateral Commission to ruin us, as Britain’s one-time
imperial asset Japan had attacked Pearl Harbor before. There
is a deeply rooted patriotic tradition, the Franklin Roosevelt
legacy, rooted in our patriotic heroes, among us, still today; I
have spent my post-World War II span of life hoping to see
that patriotic tradition revived, and, perhaps to be able to
contribute significantly to that end, myself.
The issue of the Credit System, as defended by Henry C.
Carey on the occasion of the van Buren-created Land Panic
of 1837, thus typifies the crux of the irreconcilable difference
between the American and Anglo-Dutch systems of politicaleconomy, that to the present day. We should recognize the
echoes of Carey’s relevant writings of 1838 in President
Franklin Roosevelt’s rescue of the world from an imperial
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Independent central banking systems, such as dominate Europe,
eliminate the ability of nations to exercise national sovereignty in
pursuit of progress. Here, the “central bank for central banks,”
the Bank for International Settlements; and Hitler-backer
Montagu Norman, who was governor of the Bank of England.

system under the Anglo-Dutch Liberals’ creation, Adolf Hitler. We should, as a corollary of this, recognize that the most
brutal adversaries of the Roosevelt tradition in U.S. social and
political life today, such as the circles of fascism-polluted
William F. Buckley, Jr.’s family, represent a persistence of
the evil which President Franklin Roosevelt led in defeating
during the course of World War II. It is only when Americans
see the connection between the rise of fascism as the legacy
of Teddy Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and the policies reflected in the Coolidge and Hoover administrations, that we
are likely to understand, and therefore defeat, that awful legacy of the 1920s and 1930s fascist movements which is, once
again, the immediate chief threat to civilization globally
today.
The problem can neither be understood, nor the menace
defeated, unless we recognize the need to defend the Credit
System, as defended by Alexander Hamilton, Henry C. Carey,
Abraham Lincoln, and Franklin Roosevelt, against those
forces of Anglo-Dutch Liberalism, still today, which have
brought us the two so-called “World Wars” and Hitler menace
of the recent last century. It is necessary to defend civilization
against the forces of monetarist usury today, with the kind of
determination mobilized for the defeat of Liberalism’s creation of Hitler earlier. Otherwise, for nearly all of you, you,
your family, your descendants, would have no happy future
in the world emerging from the erupting world crises of today.

The Issue Is Usury
To speak plainly of necessary things, to both Liberals and
their Marxist dupes alike: the belief in some lawful value of
money as such, is worse than lunacy; it is usury. Karl Marx
and the doctrines presented in his three volumes of Capital
and the supplementary Theories of Surplus Value, are thoroughly polluted with this delusion which the British Foreign
Office apparatus of Lord Palmerston’s Foreign Office patron,
Jeremy Bentham, and the Haileybury School, and the British
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Library’s recording secretary of the combined Young Europe
and Young America conspiracies, David Urquhart, had induced in a veritably brainwashed Marx.
It is the historical fact of the matter, that it is only from
the inside of the British, intrinsically imperialist system of
political-economy, that Marx’s doctrines have served to expose the true thinking and outcome of that British System, as
this could be conceived, as a system, from inside that AngloDutch Liberal system itself. Once we go beyond the confines
of a world dominated by Anglo-Dutch imperialism, into the
larger, and real world defined by the American System of
political-economy, the further attempt to approach the problems internal to the Anglo-Dutch Liberal system from the
standpoint of Marx himself, leads to confusion, and therefore
disaster, as was faithfully demonstrated in my 1983 forewarning that Soviet General Secretary Andropov’s rejection of
President Reagan’s proffer of the SDI had ensured the collapse of the Soviet Union, as I said then, during the early
months of 1983, “within about five years.”
What brings about even worse failures than the errors of
Marxist theory on this account, would be, as we have seen
since 1989, the attempt to rescue Russia from Marx, by tendencies toward embracing the mother of all evil, the model of
that British imperial system which had been the mother of all
of Marx’s own principal follies.
As I have emphasized earlier, money-systems as defined
in today’s prevalent theory and practice, are products of what
is termed either “imperialism,” or known by the generic name
of “the oligarchical model” which has been the dominant
form of morally corrupt social systems since the Delphi Cult
of the Pythian Apollo against which Socrates and Plato
fought. The most typical feature of all of these systems in
combined ancient, medieval, and modern history of globally
extended European civilization, has been the practice of
usury.
The expressions of systems of usury include the formal
empires of Rome and Byzantium, but also include the principal successors of those formal empires, the system of Norman
chivalry and Venetian usury, known as the ultramontane system, and the Anglo-Dutch Liberal system which dominates
the world as a whole still today. The only globally significant
modern alternative, as a model, to present world domination
by the Anglo-Dutch Liberal form of virtually an imperial
world system of supranational government, has been the antiAnglo-Dutch Liberal system which was developed in what
became our U.S. Constitutional republic.
The essential systemic difference between the AngloDutch Liberal and American System of political-economy,
has been the sovereign control of utterance and circulation of
currency, under the American System of political-economy,
as opposed to the intrinsically imperialist Anglo-Dutch Liberal system of reign over banking practices of nations by socalled “independent central banking systems.” Any government which submits to control of its practices by consent of
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a so-called “independent central banking system,” has no true
sovereignty as a nation, as a people. All governments (and
their nations) which submit to such a system of control by
“independent central banking systems,” are de facto colonies
of an Anglo-Dutch Liberal world empire, and dwell, thus,
today, under the reign of a tyranny of global usury, as typified
by the rampaging “hedge fund” and related swindles perpetrated under the reign of hoaxster Alan Greenspan as nominal
head of the U.S. Federal Reserve System. Therefore, when
any public figure says, he supports that Federal Reserve System and what it has come to represent in practice, I must say,
“Surely you are joking,” a very sick, sick, sick joke.
Thus, the institution of the Bretton Woods system of
fixed-exchange-rates, which emerged from the U.S. reforms
under President Franklin Roosevelt, was a fruit of the U.S.
victory in leading the rescue of the world from the Adolf
Hitler tyranny which the Anglo-Dutch Liberal cabals, and
their French Synarchist accomplices had brought to the verge
of a long-reign world empire.
Money has no intrinsic value. No system of money has
intrinsic value. Economic value is essentially physical value.
This value reposes not in physical objects as such, but in the
rate of increased power of society over nature, per capita
and per square kilometer, as this gain is generated through
promotion of the development of the processes of physical
production to higher states of productivity, as per capita and
per square kilometer of the total territory of, respectively, the
nation and the world.
To accomplish that specified result, the primary need is
for a form of development of the physical potential of the
territory and its people, which results in constantly higher
levels of physical productivity, per capita and per square kilometer. Once that obligation is accepted as a matter of reigning
long-range policy, political-economy is confronted by the fact
that the elementary root of progress of society as a whole, is
the development of the sovereign form of the creative mental
powers of the individual. Hence, progress must be organized,
but the form of organization must be attuned to the source of
all progress, which lies within the development of scientific
and Classical artistic expressions of development of the mental powers and mission-orientation of the sovereign individual personality.
To organize a society of such developing individuals for
common progress of the powers of the society over nature, it
is necessary to create a regulated money-system, which is
regulated in a way which deters all deviations from the intended goal of development of the productive powers of the
society as a whole.
Since, for example, the success of modern forms of society, has been demonstrated to depend upon investing about
half of the total expenditure of society in promoting improvements, per capita and per square kilometer, in the basic economic infrastructure of the society as a whole, a system of
national creation of money-credit is required to stimulate the
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growth of infrastructure-building, which will, in turn, stimulate the scale, intensity, and productive power of the society
as a whole through private, personal initiative.
On that account, it is the prudent side of the tradition of
the U.S.A., among other relatively most successful nations
in their best periods, to emphasize closely-held enterprises,
rather than giant corporations, especially predatory giant financier-controlled corporations, in the development of local
communities in a balanced way. We do not ignore the need
for some giant enterprises, but they must be controlled such
that they serve as partners, rather than predators, in respect to
the common welfare of the nation and its people as a whole.
To these ends, as Carey details some of this in his referenced 1838 The Credit System, prudent nations join in creating and maintaining a national credit system of the type implicit in the reports to the U.S. Congress by our republic’s
first Treasury Secretary, Alexander Hamilton.
Those reforms, back to the American System, are the only
hope for, not only our U.S.A., but the rescue of the nations of
the world from the great, global financial panic at the verge
of general eruption now.

6. A Planet of Nation-States
Philo of Alexandria refuted the followers of the Sophist
Aristotle, and also Aristotle’s follower Euclid, by insisting
that the Creator of the universe did not render himself impotent by the act of Creation. So, as our once-solitary Sun generated the development of a higher form of existence, our Solar
System, the actual principle of perfection operating in the
finite universe of Kepler, Leibniz, Riemann, and Albert Einstein, is expressed by the overreaching power of processes
which are characteristically anti-entropic: proceeding from
relatively more primitive, lower, sates of existence, to
higher forms.
This power creativity, is the intrinsically anti-entropic
universal principle of Creation expressed uniquely, among
living creatures, as the distinction of the human individual
from the beasts; it is, therefore, naturally expressed in the
development of society, when this development actually occurs, as higher states of existence.
However, it must not be overlooked, mankind’s progress
on this account is not without complications.
Thus, as I pointed out as the thematic feature of a recent
international webcast broadcast from Berlin, the world has
now entered the condition, under which civilized life can not
continue to exist without a massive increase in the development of nuclear fission as a principal source of power among
nations, and that that development would not be sufficient,
without a radical up-shift into the domain of controlled thermonuclear-fusion processes. In the first instance, there is no
practical solution for the drawn-down of fresh-water resources without massive use of nuclear power, as this is im26
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perative in Southwest Asia, and India, for example. In the
second instance, the management of the natural resources
available within the domain of the Biosphere can not be provided without development of thermonuclear-fusion technologies over the generation immediately ahead.
At the same time, we have entered, similarly, into a global
domain in which the policies of warfare leading into the socalled World War I and World War II, are no longer feasible.
Military action as a means of defense against actual assault,
is tolerable still, and might be necessary, but everything which
smells of the pro-satanic rantings of a bestial Thomas Hobbes
or the like, can absolutely not be tolerated any longer. Cooperation, not conflict must be the basis for relations among the
sovereign nation-states which must compose the entirety of
man’s affairs on this planet, and beyond.
The worst approach to the challenges of our time, would
be toleration of continued drift into that new “Tower of Babel
(i.e., ‘babble’)” represented by the pathetic imperialist vanity
of so-called “globalization.” The functional distinction of
man from “beast” and from slave, alike, is the expression
of those processes of irony which are the site of the human
creativity which distinguishes mankind absolutely from
beasts. This process of non-literal irony, which is characteristic of great Classical modes in prose, poetry, music, drama,
and physical-scientific discovery, is the functional distinction
of human behavior from beasts. This function of Classical
irony, as typified by the role of the comma in the musical
principles of Pythagoras and J.S. Bach, is the aspect of language, as emphasized in Percy Shelley’s “In Defence of Poetry,” which distinguishes a civilized form of culture of the
sharers of a common language from a humanity degraded to
the brutishness of a literal dictionary type of meaning.
If it were our intention to bring the peoples of the world
upward in their cultural development, to the degree that scientific and artistic progress demand, then we must promote arrangements in sovereignties which promote the uplifting of
the realized cognitive potential of virtually all strata within
each society. Only thus, can the soul of the people of one
language-keyed culture speak to the soul of the others.
So, for practical reasons of science-driven technological
progress, and for the sake of promoting the relations among
the souls, rather than the dictionaries read at grammarians’
funerals, of men and women of differing cultural strands, we
must finally learn to live together as a community of respectively sovereign nations, cooperating in those great projects
of today, such as projects associated with nuclear fission and
thermonuclear fusion, which represent, for today, the leading,
current objectives to be defined, and preferred as the currently
“common aims of mankind.”
To that end we require a common, planetary system of
respectively sovereign nation-states, united by certain common aims for the half-century or more ahead.
The organization of such a community of cooperation,
demands the resurrection of what is, in principle, the model
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FIGURE 2

EIRNS, from a sketch by H.A. Cooper

Nothing epitomizes the mission for collaboration among sovereign nation-states, which must be fostered, better than the Eurasian
Land-Bridge project, which has been promoted for more than 15 years by the LaRouche Movement. Here, the design for the Eurasian
Land-Bridge extends into the Americas.

of the Bretton Woods, fixed-exchange-rate system launched
by U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt.
The global economic recovery from the folly of the past
thirty-five years, requires a vast investment, with initial great
emphasis on capital-intensive forms of technological progress in modern basic economic infrastructure. These projects
and related programs will be the means of transforming the
conditions of life and work of vast tracts of this planet, to the
effect of great increases in the physical output, per capita, and
per square kilometer of the planet as a whole. The emphasis
will be, at least to a relatively large degree, revitalizing the
parts of the world, as in the Americas and Europe, which have
been rotted out by the post-industrial and related lunacies of
U.S. and other policy-trends since 1971. We must debride
the formally relatively developed economies of the moral
depravity of “post-industrial” madnesses, and commit those
nations to mobilization of their potential contributions to capital-intensive scientific and technological progress in their
own practice, that they might also make long-term contributions to uplifting the poorer regions of the world, as in Asia
and Africa.
For this mission, we require an international, fixed-exchange-rate monetary system which is akin in essential respects to Franklin Roosevelt’s launching of the fixed-exEIR
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change-rate Bretton Woods system. This requires fixed prime
interest-rates of between not more than 1-2% simple interest
per annum, for long-term credit largely advanced to nations
over treaty-organization-based agreements of a quarter- to
half-century maturities.
This requires, in turn, an end to the practice of “free trade”
and return to the “fair trade” system developed in fair approximation under Franklin Roosevelt, and under succeeding measures launched among nations until the aftermath of the assassination of U.S. President John F. Kennedy.
This requires, also, agreements on leading technological
goals of development, as the implications of greatly extended
use of nuclear fission, and ensuing development of thermonuclear-fusion applications imply.
In this, we of the U.S.A., on the condition that we resurrect
that Franklin Roosevelt legacy which expresses all of the
good things about our existence since the colonization of Massachusetts, must take the lead in this. We must understand,
that our included purpose must be to uproot, as gently as
tolerable, but as rapidly and extensively as needed, the last
vestiges of the oligarchical tradition from this planet, such
that the kind of evil which now grips the planetary relations
of today, must never return to threaten the very existence of
civilization again, as it does today.
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